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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $50 member, $70 couple, $30 junior or
associate, with a $10 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
Lake Harris, on David Sutton's Routeburn in electronically.
a Day trip. Photo: Jonathan Carr
For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
Annual General Meeting Wednesday 27 March: Come along and see how the year has
gone, listen to your Committee members discuss what they’ve done, (or intended to do)
and get involved in general business. If you would like to know about any of the Committee
positions please ask the President or Club Captain - all positions are open for nominations.
We rely on our members to keep the club running smoothly, but rest assured you won’t
automatically get a job by turning up! The schedule for the evening is as follows: doors
open at 7.30 pm, club business will run from 7.50 pm to 8.10 pm and the AGM
Proceedings will start at 8.10 pm sharp. Refreshments as per usual. See you there!

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
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depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email
kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Steve Bruerton 322-6196 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5 kids
under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please put tents inside
your pack. Tents attached to the outside of
your pack can be easily punctured when
bush bashing or even lost. This may result in
serious damage to your bank account!
Please air and dry tents after taking them on
a trip even if they are not used, and report
any damage to the gear custodian.

Wednesday 27 February

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening and Paparoas Exploration: Unfortunately our advertised
speaker, Lorraine Johns, can’t make tonight, but she will be talking on March 13th. So
tonight we’ll process the newsletter as usual and then Nick and Kayleigh are talking
about their recent and rather precipitous exertions in the lush coastal forests of the
Paparoas on the Wild West Coast.
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Saturday 2 March
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Lorraine Johns

Philistine-Rolleston Traverse: We will be choosing the best day
out of Saturday 2 and Sunday 3 March to complete the PhilistineRolleston Traverse. We will stay at the CTC Hut in Arthurs Pass
the night before the climb, so we can have an early start. We will
start at the Philistine end and finish at Rolleston, as the route is
easiest in this direction. You need to have undertaken a basic
snowcraft course or have equivalent experience, as the use of an
ice axe and crampons may be required. A short section on the
decent from high peak is often abseiled, so it is best if you know
how to abseil. If you don’t know how to abseil but would like to
come, please talk to the trip leader well in advance. This is a
grade 2 mountaineering route, but a very achievable one. The
route can be comfortably undertaken without rock shoes or a rope,
but we will be taking a rope and participants may like to carry rock
shoes, just in case. If this is a trip you would like to join, but you’re
not sure if you yet have the confidence, please do get in touch
with the trip leader so she can talk to you about the route. The trip
leader would like to encourage all who are interested in this route
to consider coming. A great way to increase your confidence is to
do some rock climbing (gym, crag, or mountain scrambles) in
advance. Some photos of the route can be viewed here:
https://wearyfeet.smugmug.com/The-Great-Outdoors/ArthursPass-National-Park/Phillistine-Rolleston-Traverse (Just remember,
photos often make it look harder than it was at the time!). There
will be a cap on numbers - this will be determined by the level of
experience in the team. If the weather is not good enough to run
the trip we will reschedule it to the following weekend (9-10
March).
Weekend 2-3 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: Hard
Closes: 28 Feb
Map:
BV20
Approx: $35 + hut
fees

Leader: Barney Stephenson 03 358 3281
stephensonb_e@xtra.co.nz

Lewis Tops Overnighter: This trip is weather dependent and
given a fine spell, aims to be a relaxing weekend to complement
and possibly link up with the one-day trip on Sunday. We’ll park off
the road close to the track, climb 600 metres to point 1568, and
depending on wind, team and mood, will travel west along the
ridge to find a pleasant camp spot by a tarn. First option will be
down from point 1568 with a bit of shelter from the NW, or more
exposed along the ridge possibly to a set of tarns NW of the
Apprentice. Can you get your pack below 15 kgs and carry
everything you need for a night out on the tops? Please indicate
your tenting plans when signing up so arrangements can be made
for club tents if needed. Will be postponed in event of a poor
weather forecast.
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Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closed: 21 Feb
Map:
BT23
Approx: $40

Sunday 3 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Bryce Williamson 021-02322310 bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Izard-Cloudsley-Leith Hill: Another of my trips to drape the world
with GPS trails. From Castle Hill Village, we will follow the Hogs
Back Track for about 3 km to a clearing just north of Long Creek. A
short bush bash will take us to an eastern spur for a climb of
1100m to the summit of Mt Izard (2019m). We will then head south
over 2 km and several bumps to the summit of Mt Cloudsley
(2107m). The descent will start down Long Spur but at Pt 1855m,
we will veer south east and along a dog-leg over Leith Hill and
back to Castle Hill Village. Estimated 15km and 1500m total
ascent.
Sunday 3 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 28 Feb
Map:
BW20
Approx: $15

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Lewis Tops: From the Lewis Pass carpark we climb up through Grade: Moderate
the beech forest up to the top. Weâ€™ll continue along to the
but at an
tarns and possibly further depending on how keen people are.
easy pace
Note:-Meet at 7.30am.
Closes: 28 Feb
Map:
BT23
Approx: $40
Wednesday 6 March

Club Night

Summit Road Society : Tonight SRS secretary Marie Gray is talking on recent
happenings in the Society. She’ll cover their new land purchases on the Port Hills, and
the success of their Port Hills predator trapping programe.
Saturday 9 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Redcliffe Stream: The trip will start on Double Hill Run Road
along the south bank of the Rakaia and follow a marked track up
the true right of Redcliffe Stream through a scenic reserve. The
reserve contains a diverse range of native plants including a
dense stand of kowhai, uncommon in inland Canterbury. At the
head of the stream, we follow a farm track around the base of the
Mt Hutt Range and back out to the road. Round trip approx.
16kms, cumulative height gain, 500m. The trip will require a car
shuffle.
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Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 7 Mar
Map:
BW20
Approx: $20

Weekend 9-10 March
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

Bell Tea Series #22 Arthurs Pass (max 15 people): A great
chance to climb 2 x trampers peaks in one weekend at an easy
pace, with a pot luck tea & sleep over at the club hut on the Sat
night. Depending on the weather we will tackle both Mt Karen &
Mt Barron over the weekend. This will give everyone excellent
alpine views from both sides of Arthurs Pass, plus a chance to
scout out the route to Mt O’Malley which will be visited later in the
year. More importantly it will give the trip leader another chance to
stand on top of Mt Barron after two previous failed attempts. As
with the earlier Bell Tea trips both climbs will be run at an easy
pace with a cup of tea at the top to celebrate. If people are short of
time they can join us for a day trip on either the Sat or Sunday.
Leader Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070 tortistours@gmail.com
Weekend 9-10 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closes: 28 Feb
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30 + $15
Hut Fees

Leader: Klem Stampfli

Overnight MTB Trip St James Station 76km: The plan is to bike
from Maling Pass to Anne hut (new 20 bunk hut) where we are
staying the night. There is the option for a side trip to Lake
Guyon.The next day we will bike down the Waiau River along
Henry track up Saddle Spur with some great fews from there.
Then follow the McArthur track and crossing the pictures
McArthurs hanging bridge. Donâ€™t forget to bring your togs as
there are option for a swim and hot pool. There will be some
climbing towards Edwards Valley and out towards St James
Homestead. Car shuffle between the homestead and Mailing
Pass. Good fitness and intermediate MTB skills level.
https://www.doc.govt.nz/stjamescycletrail. Klem Stampfli 027
6671688 klem.stampfli@gmail.com. Maximum of 10 people.
Wednesday 13 March

Grade: Mountain
Bike
Moderate
Closes: 28 Feb
Map:
BT24
Approx: $35 + hut
fees

Club Night

Seaward Kaikoura Range Traverse: In January club member Lorraine Johns completed
a summer North to South 4 day traverse of the Seaward Kaikoura Range with Sooji
Clarkson. The route is incredibly rocky, rugged and drier than Mars - each carried up to
12 litres of water for the trip. Starting at Miller’s Stream and George Spur the pair had 3
bivvies on their 70 km traverse, Day 1 at 1000m on George Spur, Day 2 at Te Ao
Whekere (2590m) and Day 3 at Shattered Peak (Pt, 1984). Much of this demanding route
was well above 2000 metres, and Lorraine has some absolutely stunning vistas to show
us. Come along and be inspired! Time permitting she’ll also talk about a recent climb of
Mt Huxley.
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Saturday 16 March
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Alan Ross 021 962884 384-6425
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

Camp Saddle Circuit: This is one of my favourite day trips
because of the variety of terrain. First 2 hours on track, then a stiff
500m assent, then 1 hour of ridge travel and highlight of the day a good scree run back down. Great trip if you are easy/mod
fitness and you have never run a scree before.
Saturday 16 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 14 Mar
Map:
BS28
Approx: $15

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Otepatotu Reserve/Lavericks Peak: Otepatotu, loosely
translated, means ‘place of the fairies’ and is located along the
Summit Road, midway between Okains Bay and Le Bons Bay.
The trip will start part way up Robinsons Bay Valley Road and
ascend to the Summit Road. From there a track climbs through a
remnant mountain totara forest to reach the summit of Lavericks
Peak (755m) with 360 degree views. Nearing the summit, trees
are hung with weeping moss, creating a ‘goblin forest’
atmosphere. The return trip travels down through a native fuschia
gully forest on the southern side, a farm track to Robinsons Bay
Valley Road and back to the cars.
Weekend 16-17 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 14 Mar
Map:
BX25
Approx: $20

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Tarn Hut: This is an overnight trip to Tarn Hut in the Lees Valley
behind Oxford. Tarn Hut as it’s name implies sits next to a
beautiful little tarn at about 1250m. It’s about 4.5 hours walk up
the hut mostly via a 4x4 track so can be done at an easy pace.
Depending on how people feel we may do a loop by ascending up
to Lilburne Hill (1405m) then coming down a ridge and following
the river to return to the original track. As this is a 6-bunk hut,
please bring your tent. We did this trip as an accidental day and
the whole route took 8 hours with 22km total distance.
Wednesday 20 March

Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closes: 7 Mar
Map:
BV22
Approx: $25

Club Night

The Million Dollar Mouse Eradication Project: Sub-Antarctic Antipodes Islands :
Stephen Horn is DOC’s Invercargill-based Project Manager for the eradication of mice on
the sub-Antarctic Antipodes Islands, which lie 760 km SE of NZ. Nick-named "The Million
Dollar Mouse Project", the estimated 200,000 mice were successfully eradicated from
over 2,000 ha. Tonight he’s talking about this world-leading conservation effort which took
a number of years, and if time he’ll cover the next project on the list - removing pigs, cats
and mice from the sub-Antarctic Auckland Islands". You can check out the project at
www.doc.govt.nz/our-work/eradicating-mice-from-antipodes-island/ Refreshments and
chat time as usual. Hope you can come along for this memorable talk which has been
confirmed.
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Saturday 23 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Pudding Hill Stream: This trip gives a varied loop in the Mt Hutt
Forest Conservation Area. Starting at the beautiful AwaAwa Rata
Reserve, we walk up Scotts Saddle Track to the Skifield road. This
is a climb of around 600m over 5kms through mixed forest and
then on to tussock tops with great views of the plains. From the
road we head west down through the forest to reach Pudding Hill
Stream. This is followed downstream (untracked) for approx. 6kms
to where a short track leads back to the reserve. Expect wet feet
on the homeward part of this round trip of approx. 12kms.
Weekend 23-24 March
Departure point: Caltex Russley at 9am

Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closes: 21 Mar
Map:
BX20
Approx: $20

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764
mbahammond@hotmail.com

Hamilton Hut: One of the easier overnight trips in the area, so its
suitable for trampers wanting to have a go at weekend trips.. We
start at Harper village and follow the Te Aroroa track up the the
river valley till we reach Hamilton hut. Its about 17km of flat travel
but you will get wet feet as we cross the river multiple times on
both legs. Usually the water level is quite low so dont worry if you
have no experience of crossing deeper streams. Hamilton Hut is
one of the better huts in the area and is popular because its on the
TA and easily reachable from state highway 73. Best bring a tent if
you have one as its first come, first served for the bunks. Theres
good camping areas available and its free to camp but $15 to stay
in the hut. Please get your hut ticket from DOC or selected
outdoor shops.
Wednesday 27 March

Grade: Easy
Closes: 14 Mar
Map:

BW20

Approx: $30 + hut
fees

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening and A.G.M.: It’s A.G.M. time folks...time to discuss the
years happenings, table the financial report and hear what the committee members have
been doing. We’ll be discussing the future of the printed newsletter, which will be on the
Agenda. If you have views on this please come along and be heard. There’ll be plenty of
time for chat and refreshments as well as the A.G.M. which we usually hold in April, but
this year many club members are away during April hence the earlier date. See you
there!
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Saturday 30 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Staces Hill: Starting from the Hakatere-Heron Road, follow a farm
track and cross the Cameron River. A short steep climb up the
river bank takes us on to a tussock covered ridge. At the 1200m
contour is Staces Hill Tarn, with a further climb to the summit of
Staces Hill (1479m). Great views of the Arrowsmith Range,
Southern Alps and Lake Heron Valley. Height gain around 500m.
Return trip 5hrs, 10kms. Please note:- Departure Time and
Point:7.30am “Z” Carlton Corner.
Wednesday 3 April

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 28 Mar
Map:

BW19
BX19
Approx: $30

Club Night

Free Evening so far: Talk will be advised, if you wish to talk please contact the social
convener.
Multi day trip 6-20 April

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Peru (Huayhuash Circuit): The Huayhuash (pronounced ("wi
wash") is rated one of the 10 best treks in the world and is a
120km, 11 day loop that is between 3300m and 5000m elevation. I
am looking at a guided option where you can hike with just a day
pack and donkeys will carry all the other gear if you want. Cost
looks to be around NZ$4500 (NZ$1500 guide+ NZ$1800 flights
(from NZ) +NZ$1000 hotels and misc.) The guided bit is all
inclusive. I have had a number of people express interest in this
trip and will likely organise it into groups of 6 to make logistics
easier and for those that may want to take a more leisurely pace.
Please
contact
leader
for
more
details;
mail.billjohnson@gmail.com.
Long Weekend 19-22 April
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
16 March
Map:
Approx: See trip
description

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

Lake Nerine Easter Tramp: Idyllically nestled in the picturesque
Mt Aspiring National Park is the alpine wonder; Lake Nerine.
Surrounded by mountains which will probably be lightly covered in
snow, this trip will be a stunning way to spend your Easter
weekend. Leaving around late Thursday afternoon, we will camp
beyond Tekapo, then start the tramp the next day on the first part
of the Routeburn Track. We will then make our way across a wide
variety of terrain and over North Col towards Lake Nerine. When
there you will be wowed by the Lakes size, beauty and splendour.
On Sunday we will return the same way we cane and camp along
the track somewhere and be back in ChCh around dinner time
Monday. Total height gain is approx 1000m. Please bring a tent,
warm clothing and Easter related treats to share.
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Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 11 Apr
Map:
CA09 CB09
Approx: Approx $80

Wednesday 8 May

Club Night

Antarctic Heritage Trust- Shackleton’s Georgia trek : Tonight the AHT is coming to
talk about their restoration and preservation work on historic huts in Antarctica, followed
by a film about Shackleton’s trek on Georgia Island.
Long Weekend 7-11 August

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

Tongariro Crossing in Winter: The Tongariro Crossing is a tramp
that needs little introduction. It’s iconic among people from all
walks of life and experience levels. A classic hike for the keen
tramper is to do it in winter, which is our goal. The plan is to fly
from ChCh to AKL or WEL on Wed, Aug 7 and return Sun Aug 11.
Within this time our plan is to complete the crossing in one day
then try to also climb Mt Ruapehu and/or Mt Ngauruhoe on
another day. A certain level of flexibility will need to prevail
depending on the best weather conditions on the day. Although we
won’t be roped together, a good level of snow experience will be
required, as will alpine clothing and equipment. Costs are approx.
and will cover van/car hire from AKL or WEL and camping/hostel
type accomodation near the crossing or mountains, (they exclude
airfares.)

Grade: Moderate
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 25 Jul
Map:
BH34 BH35
Approx: Approx.
$300

Trip Reports
26 January 2019

Ben More Tops
A wander over the Benmore Tops is one of my favourite day walks, and if conditions are
right the views are wonderful. I’ve aborted a walk because the nor’wester keep blowing me
off my feet (the ice didn’t help), the next time I was successful and had a great time, but I
was solo both times. Last year Barry ran it as a club trip, based on my previous
experience, and on the north ridge we saw nothing because of the low clouds, and to
make it really exciting we got slightly lost for a short time in the foggy conditions. I had high
hopes of it being a better experience this time, particularly as it was to be my first CTC trip
as leader.
I kept a close eye on the weather forecast, and it was looking good – warm, NW winds
around 20 km/h gusting to 70 km/h in the afternoon – nothing to get worked up about. I
know, by now you’re expecting me to say that the weather gods sent me a storm and we
had to go to Plan B, or Plan C, but for once we executed the mission as planned. People
kept signing up to the trip, the last one being by a phone call at 7 PM the night before.
Twenty-four people, and I had exactly 24 seats in the cars that were offered for the car
pool. What a massive turnout! I felt it was going to be like herding cats.
I managed to get everybody allocated to cars on Saturday morning, and we left only about
10 minutes after the appointed time, pretty good for such a big group. It wasn’t too long
before one of the cats staged a revolt. Bryce wanted (with my permission as leader) to
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pursue an alternate route along the valley floor and cut out some of the walking on the
tops. That was fine with me, so in the pre-walk briefing, Bryce announced his plan,
whereupon Flo and Grant defected and joined the revolution, leaving me with only 21 cats
to herd.

Simon and John. Photo: Emma Rogers
We set off across the flat, and the revolutionaries soon departed to pursue their own
agenda in the valley while the rest of us started the hard slog up the spur. It wasn’t too
long before the remaining 21 walkers were spread out in a very long line, but you expect
that in a large group. As we were supposed to be walking at an easy pace, there were
frequent stops to allow the slower walkers to catch up. The weather was good, a bit of
cloud and not too warm, which was a blessing on the uphill. We stopped for lunch just
below Pt 1660 on northern side of the loop, and it did get a bit cool then, but as soon as
we started walking again we rapidly peeled off the extra layers we’d put on, and it stayed
warm for the rest of the day.
After Pt 1660- there is a steep descent with some not terribly good scree into the col,
before ascending to the southern part of the loop and the ascent to Ben More. There were
several walkers with no experience on scree, but a bit of coaching got them down OK. As
we were leaving the col, Alan and I saw Bryce coming down the scree, so we stopped to
chat. His group had spotted some promising looking scree just past Ben More that ended
up in the stream, so they intended to run down that and walk out the valley. We left them to
it and carried on with our own walk.
After Ben More, there is a seemingly endless series of small summits before the final
descent down the steep slope through the matagouri to the grassy flats. It’s a bit of a tricky
descent because of the loose stones, and the dead foliage on the ground is quite slippery,
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so it was slow going for some people. There was no rush though, we had plenty of daylight
and the faster walkers could just relax in the grass until we were all together again. Alan
and I had been peering up the valley looking for signs of the revolutionaries, but we saw
no sign of them. Near the bottom of the slope I briefly spotted three figures in the distance,
but then lost sight of them again. We had discussed a plan to leave a car for them while
the rest of us shot through to the pub, but fortunately as we walked along the bank high
above the stream we spotted them walking along just below us, and we met up again
when the main group descended into the stream. The timing was perfect. They’d had an
interesting walk, and Bryce has shared the GPS track with me, so next time I do this walk I
think I’ll follow that route, just to add a bit of variety. And to make it a bit harder.
We ended the trip with the traditional stop at the Sheffield Pub for refreshment, enjoying
the warm weather outside on the lawn. My work wasn’t yet done, though – as trip leader
it’s my responsibility to work out the travel cost, collect money from everybody, and
reimburse the drivers. It’s not quite as hard as it’s made out to be, but I’d still rather be
relaxing and eating a burger than fiddling about with cash. Never mind, with the finances
out of the way I could sit down and enjoy a burger in the sunshine. It had been a pretty
good day.
Distance walked 17.0 km
Min elevation 771 m
Max elevation 1665 m
Cumulative elevation gain 1288 m
Total walk time 7 h 18 m
Moving time 5 h 06 m
Average moving speed 3.32 km/h
The walkers were Alan Ross, Allen Lim, Barney Stephenson, Barry Watson, Benny Huang,
Bernhard Parawa, Cecile Bourguignon, Christophe Saboureau, Craig Oliver, Emma
Rogers, Jack Liu, John Kerkhofs, John West, Kirstie McHale, Feng Zhu, Sanita Deksne,
Scott Esser, Simon Yu, Tomyu Hu, Trudi Cameron, Zack Williams, and John Kerkhofs
(Leader, scribe and photographer).
The revolutionaries were Bryce Williamson (Leader of the revolt), Flo Roberts and Grant
Barrie (loyal followers).
2 February 2019

Woolshed Creek Hut
Thirteen people accompanied me on my second CTC trip as leader – a more manageable
number than the 23 that I had on my inaugural trip last week. Woolshed Creek is not a
difficult walk, even when going up the steep Rhyolite Ridge track. The steep part doesn’t
last very long, and then it’s a pleasant stroll with some spectacular scenery.
We loaded up into three cars and set off to the Woolshed Creek carpark which I almost
missed because we had a discussion going about photography, and I missed the GPS
instruction to turn right. Nobody in my car saw the big sign at the intersection, and I caught
the error only when the GPS told me to do a U-turn. All very well, but I was on a sweeping
bend with limited visibility on a 100 km/h road, so I had to carry on a bit further to make the
manoeuvre safe. Chris followed, thinking maybe I had some cunning plan that I’d forgotten
to tell him about, while Allen just turned at the correct place and left us to it. Clearly he
though that I’d figure it out eventually and turn up at the correct place. Not really a brilliant
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start to the trip.
Eventually all reunited in the car park, we got our gear on and started walking. It’s a bit of a
slog up the Rhyolite Ridge, but it seemed to be over fairly quickly and we turned onto to
the Mt Somers Track. The weather was good, a bit of cloud but mostly sunny, fortunately
not too hot, a blessing on the steep uphill. I was leading from the back, so I didn’t know
what was going on at the front, but we were at the Bus Stop at about lunch time, and the
team decided that this was a good place to stop. Great idea, but three walkers were
missing. We spotted them in the distance; they had taken the pre-walk briefing rather
literally. “It’s basically a walk to the hut for lunch, and then back to the cars.” I will stress in
future that the plan tends to evolve during the walk, and that we should stay reasonably
close together and regroup frequently. Not a problem, but it meant that they weren’t aware
of the new plan developed over lunch that meant we were going to the water cave, a little
diversion that Chris and Allen cooked up between them. There was an alternate route
involving a short cut that meant we didn’t have to go down to the hut and then climb up
again.
I wasn’t clear on where the cave was, but I
thought that I should locate my missing walkers
and reassure them that we hadn’t abandoned
them. All the others went off on the diversion,
and I sent my GPS with them so I could see
where they went and include it in a future trip. It
turns out that I had been there before in
December 2014 when I did a solo round the
mountain walk, but I hadn’t stayed long as it
was starting to rain. Anyway, I carried on along
the main track, with a small detour down to
Woolshed Creek just after the Morgan Stream
bridge. There was a small pool and waterfall
down there that I hadn’t seen before, a small
bonus for missing the water cave.
I soon found my missing walkers at the
Woolshed Creek Hut, and joined them to relax
and chat in the sun. I had a fair idea where the
rest of the team had gone, but I thought that if
we headed off in that direction, chances were
that we’d meet them on their way from the
cave, so it served no real purpose to go there.
Near the Bus Stop. Photo: John We waited for then to join us, and after
everybody was sufficiently rested we started off
Kerkhofs
for home. Allen tried to sell us on the idea of
walking along the 4WD track as it was a bit quicker, but the team decided that as leader I
should decide. The democratic vote didn’t work, so I made the autocratic decision to take
the Miners Track as planned. Shorter walk, less scenic, or longer walk, more scenic. Not a
hard choice for me.
Once again the team spread out, but this time we had a clear objective. “We will meet up
at the coal mine”. Pretty straight-forward, and it worked. Leading from the rear again, when
I arrived at the coal mine I was pleased to see fourteen people. A quick rest, and we were
off again. This time Chris suggested trying the sidewinder track, which is a diversion off the
miners track and rejoins it further down the hill. It was ten minutes shorter, neither of us
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had been down it before, and we both wanted to see what it was like. This time I didn’t
even attempt to put it to a vote - “Follow me! We’re going to try the sidewinder.” This time I
led from the front, and they all followed. There was a bit of gorse, and the track was rocky,
and there was not much of a view of anything because we were in the tree. The track also
didn’t look like it had been walked very much, an in my opinion it can remain that way.
Quicker it might be, but in my opinion we might as well have stayed on the main track.
We were back in the car park at about 16:45, pretty good timing for getting to the Rakaia
pub for refreshments. Once there I quickly worked out the finances, collected the cash,
reimbursed the drivers, and then I could settle down and relax with some refreshments. It
was a great day and a pleasant walk, and I’ve learnt to be more explicit in my pre-trip
briefing so we are clear about when and where we will stop. Four people missed out on
visiting the water cave, and I really must take the blame for that.
&lt;ul&gt; &lt;li&gt;Distance walked 14.0 km&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Min elevation 555
m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Max elevation 1127 m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Cumulative elevation gain
1131 m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Total walk time 7 h 22 m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Moving time 4 h 21
m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Average moving speed 3.2 km/h&lt;/li&gt; &lt;/ul&gt;
The walkers were Allen Lim, Benny Huang, Chris McGimpsey, Claudio De Tommasi,
Emma Rogers, Kelly Anne Purdie, Lauren Russell, Lindsay Walton, Sanita Deksne, Scott
Esser, Sergio Cardinale, Stuart Gordon, Sujin Lim, and John Kerkhofs (Leader, scribe and
photographer).
3 February 2019

Bealey Spur, Hut Spur, Jordan Stream
CTC day trip, 22.8 km and 1475 m total ascent over 9 hours 40 minutes (the faster people
did it in less than 9 hours). Thirteen participants: Kelly Purdie, Chris McGimpsey, Kristy
Macdonald, Zack Williams, Andrew Ecker, Natasha Sydorenko, Allan McInnes, Bill
Johnson, Barney Stephens, Tamiho Mitsuhashi, Klem Stampfli, Alan Ross and Bryce
Williamson.
I put this tramp on the CTC programme because of my long-term ambition to cover the
world in a web of red GPS logs -- I was missing a 1-km section between Pt 1875 m, at the
western end Hut Spur, and Jordan Saddle. I knew that it would be a pretty long day. I
estimated about 20 km and 1200 m height gain in the trip description, and 7 or 8 hours
(not advertised) of elapsed time. I had underestimated substantially on all counts.
After a minor (~1 km) car shuffle, we set off, just before 10 am, from the Bealey Pub
(guided by Chris), directly up the manuka-clad slopes of Bealey Spur to a point just west of
Pt 920 m where we joined Bealey Spur Track. We arrived at Bealey Spur Hut about 11:30
am and enjoyed a leisurely early lunch before heading off to Hut Spur.
We were on Hut Spur at about 12:40 pm and paused briefly to check out the wonderful
views, including our seemingly very distant first objective of Pt 1875 m.
We made steady progress along the ridge in perfect tramping conditions – cloudless skies
and warmish temperatures, but with a gentle north-westerly wind that evaporated the
sweat and prevented overheating.
We arrived at Pt 1875 m a bit before 3 pm and paused for a late second lunch. I
remembered that Jordan Stream was a bit gnarly so had revised my 7-to-8 hour estimate
to more like 9 hours (4 more hours to get to the pub). But it would be all down-hill, so
surely not so bad.
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The scree off the back of Pt 1875 m is pretty shitty. Klem took off and led most of the party
slightly north (and downstream) of Jordan Saddle. As a consequence, only three of us,
Kristy, Allan and I, actually made it the Jordan Saddle, which was my motivation for the
trip.

Second lunch on pt 1875m. Photo: Zack Williams
A bit before 4 pm, we regathered in the tussocky upper reaches of Jordan Stream. From
there we had a steep descent down a tussocky slope, which nearly everyone did a least
bits of on their arses. Then we were into some enjoyable boulder-hopping. But before
long we got into some rather difficult country, probably caused by a fairly recent downpour.
Jordan Stream was much tougher than I remember and we got quite strung out. I was in
the back party, which got to the road-end about 7:30 pm. Thankfully, Alan and Chis
brought their vehicles to the car park at the end of the flood route and saved us a kilometre
of walking along the hard asphalt of SH 73 to the Bealey Pub.
This was a substantially tougher trip than I hand intended, largely because of the condition
of Jordan Stream, but everyone seemed to have smiles at the pub – type-two fun at its
best.
Thanks for the company of the whole group and to Bill, Chris and Alan for driving.
9-10 February 2019

Jollie Brook Circuit
Jollie Brook circuit is an easy and pleasant walk in Lake Sumner Forest Park. I walked part
of it with some friends last November but couldn’t complete the circuit because Jollie
Brook was running dangerously high. I had completed the circuit back in 2015, and I
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thought it would make a nice club trip to introduce people to overnight tenting. I posted the
trip on the club website and was surprised to find that almost everybody who signed up
was an experienced overnight or even multi-night tramper. I guess they were just looking
for a nice easy weekend.

Walking to the lake outlet. Photo: Symon Holmes
The team of seventeen keen tenters assembled at the usual departure point, and an
indication of how keen they were was that we were on the road before 08:00, a most
unusual event. I think that perhaps the promise of all sorts of French yummy goodness
from the French Bakery and Café in Amberley had them eager for early morning tea, and
the Amberley Farmers Market only added to the appeal. Backpacks bulging with
baguettes, brioche, and all manner of treats, we carried on towards the start of the walk.
This time we didn’t overshoot the car park, and while we were getting ready Jonathan
arrived in the car park. He’d been a bit non-committal about joining the trip and had a plan
to do some river bugging in the Hurunui but was going to walk with us at least part of the
way. By 10:50 all eighteen of us were walking.
An unfortunate feature of this walk is the swing bridge near the beginning. I’m not really a
fan of swing bridges, but in this instance the issue was getting eighteen people across
when the bridge is rated for only one person at a time. It took a good twenty minutes to get
all of us across, and there was a bit of cheating going on – I saw two people on the bridge
a few times. It took a while, but eventually we were all together as a group again. Next
stop – Gabriel Hut, and lunch. It was easy walking with little elevation gain, sunny and
warm with a nice light nor’west breeze to keep us a little cool.
After lunch at the hut the group split up – most left their backpacks at the hut and went to
Lake Sumner, a few went on the Jollie Brook Hut, and a few stayed at Gabriel Hut for a
snooze. Those of us who went to the lake were treated to the sight of Symon going for a
swim. Not for me though, there was quite a brisk breeze coming down the lake and the
thought of the wind chill when getting out was enough to put me off. Eventually we all
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wandered down to the lake outlet where the Hurunui River flows out; it’s only about 100
metres away from the track so not a great effort to go there. Photos were made, stones
thrown in the water, and we just stood around and chatted for a while before deciding it
was about time to move on. No rush, of course, but we did still have a bit more walking to
do.
From Gabriel hut the track continues up the stream to Gabriel Saddle. There is a marker at
the top, but I completely missed it this time. It’s a very easy climb to the saddle, and it’s not
obvious that you’re over and heading down again. Not like some saddles I’ve been over in
recent times where you really know when you’re going up or down. We were at the Jollie
Brook hut in no time at all, and soon everybody was pitching tents. There was a crowded
inner-city suburb erected under the trees near the stream which became our village centre,
while some of us moved further out into the lifestyle blocks. Not that we were antisocial,
but flat ground was at a premium, and it is strongly recommended that you pitch your tent
on flat ground if you don’t want to be sliding out of bed all night. There was a lot of space
up higher on the wide open tussocklands, but the disadvantage there is that you often end
up with tussock under everything and you can’t get a flat floor. It was still quite early when
the construction of the tent city was complete, so we just sat around and talked while we
killed sandflies.
Eventually hunger pangs set in, and food preparation was started. I’ve never seen
anything like it in the great outdoors, although I’d seen a few email exchanges, so I had an
idea of what to expect. Bill, Kelly, Emma and Chantal got into preparing a gourmet meal.
Steak, fresh vegetables, potato salad, prawns. What a feast! And then meringues with fruit
and whipped cream for dessert. Emma pulled a cooler bag out of her backpack! How she
managed to carry that together with her photo studio I don’t know. Barry wasn’t quite
gourmet, but he had a frypan going with what looked like a mixed grill. I think that the rest
of us were tipping hot water into Back Country dehy bags, not very classy at all. Clearly,
I’m going to have to lift my game a little, and as I have the fancy stove and a pair of
saucepans now I’ll need to do better to justify all that weight. I can cook; I just choose not
to most of the time.
Dinner done, and it was still broad daylight. The advantage of winter tenting is that it gets
cold and dark quite early, so you can go to bed early, but when there’s still a couple of
hours of daylight left, what do you do? Martin pulled out a dice game called farkle, but I
didn’t quite get the rules and he couldn’t stir up much interest. There was spotlight, but the
name itself suggests that darkness is required, and our need for entertainment was more
immediate than that. Then Emma came up with a “Better Homes and Gardens” contest, $5
entry fee and prizes in various categories. That’s a bit hard to organise once you’re
already out in the wilds, but the idea was deemed sound and gradually a group formed
and started wandering around the various tents in our little tent city, seeking information
from the owners – What does it weigh? (really important), is there enough room inside?
How does it perform in wind/rain? Great fun, and it kept us occupied until bedtime.
It was a nice warm night with little wind, and for a change I slept reasonably well. We’d
agreed on a 9 AM departure, so there was no need to be up at 6 AM, but I was awake, so I
got up and packed my gear up nice and early and wandered down to the village centre. It
wasn’t too long before things started happening, and the gourmet team swung into action,
making Eggs Benedict on muffins with bacon or salmon, and a sprinkling of chopped
chives. I wonder if they can be engaged for catering? Breakfast was finished, and the tents
were being packed away. Bill, Kelly and Dean were keen to pay a visit to Cold Stream Hut,
so they headed off ahead of the main group. We then realised that nobody had seen
Anthony at breakfast, so I went over to his tent and called him. He made some vague
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noises, indicating that he had been fast asleep. I told him that we were getting ready to
leave, and while he didn’t quite leap out of bed, he emerged from his tent quite rapidly and
performed an impressive emergency packup of his gear. A couple of hard-boiled eggs for
breakfast and he was ready to go. A good number of the team had already left as they
didn’t want to stand around being eaten alive by sandflies. They were particularly
voracious that morning, and the team must have recalled discussions the previous day
where I asserted that sandflies can’t operate above 4km/h and had difficulty with moving
targets. Clearly it was better to move, so off they went, leaving the tardy packers for follow.
We regrouped further down the track (downhill all the way - except for a little bump at the
end) and found a nice swimming hole in the river where most of the group took a plunge.
Not me, though, I didn’t think it as anywhere near hot enough for full immersion in cold
water. After a while we moved on, still with no idea of whether the Cold Stream Hut were
ahead of us or behind, until we met up with some other trampers coming in the opposite
direction. While describing our three friends to ascertain if they had seen them, Bill
suddenly appeared. They had been stopped on the track just ahead of us and came to
investigate the voices.
On we went, looking for a place with a swimming hole to have a long leisurely lunch. We
settled for a spot beside the stream because it looked like we were about to leave the
stream behind as we turned towards the Hurunui on the final leg of our walk. It seemed
like only a few minutes before Bill announced that “This is just putting time between us and
the pub”, and in a flash the team leapt to their hind legs and donned their backpacks. I
protested that I hadn’t yet finished my long leisurely lunch, to no avail. Bill had clearly
incited a mutiny, and no amount of attempted leadership on my part was going to have any
effect on the mutineers. They were gone, leaving me struggling with my open backpack
and partly eaten lunch. Once the scent of the pub had been instilled in their minds, they
were like bloodhounds on a trail. Only Barney and Symon remained, but I think that was
more because they were slow rather than out of any sense of loyalty to their leader.
We caught up with the mutineers at the swing bridge. Half were waiting to cross, and the
other half were already across and swimming in the Hurunui. Before long we were all
across and most of the team spent some time swimming, clearly having found something
better than the pub. But all good things must come to an end, and so we all dried off and
made our way along the long dusty road to the Waikari Pub. I’d never been here before,
but it’s a very nice place. The non-alcoholic drink selection was not great, though – fizzy
rubbish or orange juice. There was a Heineken 0.0% alcohol beer that the bar lady
assured me was as good as the real thing, so I gave it a go after I’d finished the orange
juice. Well, she did warn me, so it’s my own fault.
Only thing left was to do the finances. I’m getting the hang of doing the car expenses now;
it’s reasonably straight-forward maths. The worst part is that I’m doing maths and
collecting money while everybody else is having a good time. I attempted to impose a $1
mutiny surcharge, but that was greeted with loud laughter, which I suppose is enough
reward. As mutinies go, it ended quite well. The consensus was that it was a good trip, a
nice easy walk that made a pleasant change from the hard-out tramping that so many of
us seem to do much of the time.
Almost forgot, Jonathan tagged along for the entire walk and was last seen on the banks
of the Hurunui preparing to do some river bugging, which had been his stated objective
from the beginning. It just took him two days of walking to get back to the start point that
he’d driven past on the way in.
Distance walked 32.0km
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Min elevation 471m
Max elevation 755m
Cumulative elevation gain 1137m
Total walk time 10h 37m
Moving time 7h 49m
Average moving speed km/h
The Mutineers were Allen Lim, Anthony Clark, Barney Stephenson, Barry Watson, Bill
Johnson, Brock Ellis, Cecile Bourguignon, Chantal McCarthy, Claudio De Tommasi, Dean
Herring, Emma Rogers, Kelly Anne Purdie, Martin Ellis, Michael Hammond, Symon
Holmes, Zack Williams.
John Kerkhofs was leader, scribe and photographer.
Jonathan Carr tagged along without being an official trip member.
17 February 2019

Mt Aicken
A one-day Sunday tramping trip is unusual for me – I try to keep Sunday free for family,
and I miss quite a few because of weekend trips. This one was different because I had a
family wedding to attend on Saturday, so it seemed entirely reasonable to skip Sunday.
I’ve wanted to climb Mt Aicken for some time, so I put it forward as a CTC moderate + trip,
based on our time last year when we got to Point 1844 (Mt Karen) in about 6.5 hrs return. I
estimated about one kilometre to the summit from there (GPS showed 1.3 km), and the
route notes suggested the entire trip would be 6 – 8 hours. I wanted to try to do it closer to
6 hours rather than 8, as with the 4 hours of driving it was looking like a long day. There
was a terrific bail-out option as well – as we were comning back the same way, we could
pick up people on the return, or they could walk down into Arthurs Pass and hang out at
the cafe.
We were slightly later later then the posted 07:00 in our departure from Caltex Russley, but
at least I’d remembered to use that as the start rather than Papanui; saves a good 20
minutes travel. The usual comfort stop in Springfield, and then we were in Arthurs Pass
and walking by 09:15. I didn’t do much of a pre-walk briefing, just “hit the summit, and then
burgers and beers at the Sheffield Pub”. The team took that to heart; it was the last I saw
of most of them until the summit, and then they were gone again on the descent, some
eventually being located in The Wobbly Kea, which they deemed a better place to wait
than the car park.
In between the blistering start and The Wobbly Kea, we did a bit of walking. The weather
was quite good, sunny with a bit of cloud, much better than the forecast had predicted. The
team spread out fairly quickly, and I was in my usual leading position at the back, making
sure that we left nobody behind. I figure that the fast ones at the front can handle
themselves, but with nobody to rein them in, sometimes they don’t stop to regroup, and I
heard of one recent trip where the lead group headed off in a different (wrong) direction.
On this trip that would be pretty hard to do; once out of the trees the route is clear – follow
the ridge. Pretty hard to make a wrong turn there.
One of the team was feeling a bit off colour and struggled to keep up. After we got out of
the trees and across the tussock to the loose rocks, she decided that she’d had enough
and would take the bailout option of walking back to the town and getting a coffee. She
was quite happy to return alone, so I picked up my speed and caught up with the next
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group of climbers. They decided to stay on Mt Karen for a while, with a possible early
return for coffee. I sped up again and caught up with the last straggler, who decided after a
while to join the Mt Karen group. That left me free to go flat out – as much as is possible
up there. It’s quite rugged with a few big rocks to get around. I caught up on the summit
where the remaining nine of us rested for a bit and made some photos before heading
back down.

On Mt Aicken. Photo: John Kerkhofs
We met the Mt Karen group down in the trees where they had retreated out of the sun. The
nor’wester had started to pick up a bit by then, but didn’t really cause us any problems. It
was a straight-forward walk down to the cars, and when we regrouped we were three
people short – they had wandered into town and settled into The Wobbly Kea. We drove
down and joined them, only to find that the kitchen wasn’t yet open, so we decided to
move on the the Sheffield Pub. The faster walkers had decided that my objective of
“tending more towards 6 hrs than 8 hrs” meant “under 6 hrs”, and they had achieved it. I
don’t remember by how much, but I think maybe they did it in 5.5, and that included
waiting at the top. Not bad at all.
Statistics: &lt;ul&gt; &lt;li&gt;Distance walked 9.3 km&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Min elevation 760
m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Max elevation 1863 m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Cumulative elevation gain
1496 m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Total walk time 6 h 13 m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Moving time 3 h 54
m&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;Average moving speed 2.39 km/h&lt;/li&gt; &lt;li&gt;The walkers were
Allen Lim, Grant Barrie, John West, Kelly Anne Purdie, Markus Milne, Michael Ny, Monika
Bratownik, Richard Kimberley, Sanita Deksne, Sarah McRae, Sujin Lim, Warwick Dowling,
and John Kerkhofs (Leader, scribe and photographer).&lt;/li&gt; &lt;/ul&gt;
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More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).
We recommend you start with Karen Tait, 027 545 7404, or Jonathan Carr, 022 034 4608.
Then try the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact can be made then the
Police. Refer to the list of Club Officers below, and on www.ctc.org.nz. Members
(particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved ones so they
are aware of this procedure.
Club Officers
President:

Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070 Overnight Trip
Barry Watson
Organiser:
Vice President: Steve Bruerton
322-6196
Social
Natasha
Kay Taylor
Secretary:
Convenor:
Sydorenko
Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa
Treasurer:
Carol Horgan
027 212 7294
Editor:
Eric Skea
Club Captain: Alan Ross
384-6425
Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton
New Members
Joshua Johnson 0278865868
Rep:
IT Convenor:
Nick Edwards
Day Trip
Organiser:

Kelly Purdie

027 614 2255

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 21 March 2019 – Thanks.
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021668895
03358-4580
337 3125
021 0247 5473
322-6196
0273656751
0212141907

